Pirates

Bigbeard's Hook by Evan Solomon
PZ 7 .S65 BI 2005
When Nate discovers a pirate's hook in his grandfather's attic he is magically transported to a pirate ship where he comes face to face with a ferocious pirate who wants his hook back.

Ghost of Grania O'Malley by Michael Morpurgo
PZ 7 M82712 Gho 1997
Ten-year-old Jessie, helped by her American cousin and the ghost of a notorious female pirate, finds the strength to prevail over both a crippling disease and the greedy developers intent on destroying her Irish island home.

Pirates in the Deep Green Sea by Eric Linklater
PZ 8 .L674 PI 2000
Davy Jones and all the drowned pirates under the sea are discovered guarding the great knots that tie latitudes and longitudes together to keep the world from splitting.

Pirates of Bedford Street by Rachel Isadora
PZ 7 .I763 PI 1988
After Joey and his sisters see a pirate film at the movie theater, the adventures of Captain Redbeard continue—if only in Joey's imagination.

Pirates! : The True and Remarkable Adventures of Minerva Sharpe and Nancy Kington, Female Pirates by Celia Rees
PZ 7 .R25465 PI 2003
In 1722, after arriving with her brother at the family's Jamaican plantation where she is to be married off, sixteen-year-old Nancy Kington escapes with her slave friend, Minerva Sharpe, and together they become pirates traveling the world in search of treasure.

Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson
PZ 7 .S8482 Tr 1992
While going through the possessions of a deceased guest who owed them money, the mistress of the inn and her son find a treasure map that leads them to a pirate's fortune.

Find More in Salmon Arm:

Angel's Command: A Tale From the Castaways of the Flying Dutchman by Brian Jacques
PZ 7 .J15317 AN 2003
Ben and Ned, a boy and dog gifted with eternal youth and the ability to communicate with one another nonverbally, encounter pirates on the high seas and rescue a kidnapped prince from a band of gypsy thieves.

Bonemender's Choice by Holly Bennett
PZ 7 .B43987 Bon 2007
When Dominic's children are kidnapped by raiding pirates, healer Gabrielle and the elf Toolan set out to find them, only to end up in a harbor town that is fighting off the Gray Veil, a slow-moving but agonizing plague.

Buccaneers by Iain Lawrence
PZ 7 .L43545 BU 2001
In the early 19th century 17-year-old John Spencer sails from England in his schooner to the Caribbean, where he and the crew encounter pirates, fierce storms, fever, and a strange man who some fear may be cursed.
**Pirates**

**Find More in Salmon Arm:**

**Dream Collector** by Troon Harrison  
PZ 7 H25616 Dre 1999

Pirates, a dragon, a dinosaur and more! Zachary's dreams are over-running the neighbourhood. He must round them up before dawn or else they'll become real.

**Hand of Robin Squires** by Joan Clark  
PZ 7 C5477 Ha 2005

In 1703, Robin Squires helps his uncle build the underground complex where a treasure is hidden below Oak Island.

**Jacob Two-Two on the High Seas** by Cary Fagan  
PZ 7 F343 Joc 2009

After Jacob Two-Two's father writes a very important novel, the family makes plans to move to Canada. They board the SS “Spring-a-Leak” for a journey across the ocean, but something is wrong aboard ship.

**Louise, the Adventures of a Chicken** by Kate DiCamillo  
PZ 7 D5455 Lox 2008

Longing for adventure, intrepid Louise leaves her comfortable nest and goes to sea.

**Miss Fishley Afloat** by Ted Staunton  
PZ 7 S72 Mis 1990

Last Saturday, we biked over to Miss Fishley’s cottage at Grumpkin-on-Scone. She treated us to seaweed tea and eels on toast, and told smashing tales of her days on the high seas...

**Peter Pan and Wendy** by J.M. Barrie  
PZ 8 B276 PET 2004

On the magical island of Neverland, Wendy and her two brothers meet the Lost Boys, who live with Peter. Together they embark on a series of adventures with the other inhabitants of the island: the mischievous Tinker Bell, the brave Redskins, the Pirates on the Jolly Roger and their notorious leader Captain Hook.

**Red Sea** by Diane Tullson  
PZ 7 T82118 Re 2005

When modern day pirates attack their boat, kill her stepfather, seriously injure her mother, and take most of their supplies, fourteen-year-old Libby has to nurse her mother, get the crippled boat running, and find the right course to safety.

**Ship of Lost Souls** by Rachelle Delaney  
PZ 7 D45164 Sh 2009

Captain Scarlet McCray has a problem: her crew is bored. And their boredom means she's not being a good captain. So when Jem Fitzgerald arrives in the Islands with a map to a famous treasure, Scarlet offers up her crew, the Lost Souls. But searching for treasure is never easy. And Scarlet and Jem discover much more than they set out to find.

**Wonderful O** by James Thurber  
PZ 7 T422 Wo 2009

Relates what happened when an evil sea captain banished the letter O from the island Ooroo.

**Year of the Griffin** by Diana Wynne Jones  
PZ 7 J684 YE 2000

When Elda, the griffin daughter of the great Wizard Derk, arrives for schooling at the Wizards’ University, she encounters new friends, pirates, assassins, worry, sabotage, bloodshed, and magic misused.